What students say about the school, Genova,
courses and teachers!
Since the summer of 2007 Scuola Tricolore is actively gathering feedback from students to assess our services and
improvie the total offering.

The Italian Language School for
Personalized Italian Courses and
continuous fun!

This isn’t a professional survey. Scuola Tricolore basically gathered all opinions put them in a file and calculated the
averages. The overall rating is a rating from 1 to 10, 10 being the maximum rate and 1 the minimum. Please also bear
in
mind that this an overall rating, no results, opinions or data have been left out!
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Tricolore would consider to return to
the school and another 19,15%
wasn’t sure!
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Facilities school

73,81% of all the students of Scuola
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Social Activity

Tricolore was so satisfied they would
recommend the school to others.
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Teaching Quality

92,86% of all the students of Scuola
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Teaching material

Tricolore extended their course.

Overall rating

16% of all the students of Scuola

mind that this an overall rating, no results, opinions or data have been left out!
Labels:
1) Overall rating school
2) Quality Teaching material
3) Teaching quality
4) Social Activity
5) Facilities school,
6) Friendliness,
7) Quality accommodation,
9) School location,
10) Genova as a city,
11) Quality website,
12) Quality transfer details,
13) Responsiveness School
Brief Summary
Although Scuola Tricolore is rated by students above average on all items/ topics, the school could still improve certain
issues. As a result Scuola Tricolore has upgraded its leisure activities, revised its network of of accommodation and visits
them all personally, and we have upgraded all our transfer details (details sent to students to find the accommodation
and school). We are hoping to continue to improve our servicing!

